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Editorial Note
A SWMM project divides a region to be sculptural into one or a lot

of subcatchments. every is diagrammatic as AN perfect rectangular
basin with a homogenous slope wherever land flow happens parallel to
1 of the key axes of the parallelogram. A water balance is created by
considering every sub catchment as a nonlinear reservoir during which
the modification thorough of land flow with reference to time is solely
the distinction between precipitation input and therefore the add of
evaporation, infiltration, and runoff flow losses. The latter is computed
as a operate of depth exploitation the Manning’s equation.

Each subcatchment will be divided into 3 zones, together with a
permeable space and 2 soundproof areas, one with and one while not
depression storage. By default, every of the zones can contribute
severally (in parallel) to the conveyance system or a downstream
subcatchment. However, there area unit choices to reroute fractions of
runoff generated on every zone to alternative zones.

SWMM will account for infiltration inflicting an increase within
the geological formation below a sub catchment with a consequent
slow unharness of groundwater back to the conveyance system. This
feature permits the program to breed the long recession periods related
to runoff hydrographs for unlined and natural channels. Sub marine
flow is sculptural by assignment 2 reservoirs to every sub catchment:
one representing the vadose zone and therefore the second
representing a deeper groundwater zone. The wet content within the
higher (vadose zone) compartment is assumed to be uniformly
distributed, whereas the lower (groundwater) layer is assumed to be
absolutely saturated. The depth of the groundwater layer is variable
betting on the entire storage. Water is directed from the vadose zone
compartment into the groundwater compartment. The water within the

groundwater layer will then be directed into the conveyance system or
percolate downward. Evapotranspiration will have an effect on each
reservoirs, with its rate being enthusiastic about the depth of every
reservoir. whereas finding the model, a water balance is performed on
the 2 reservoirs to model the dynamics of storage and result every.

There area unit 2 primary choices for modeling flow routing in
SWMM: kinematic wave routing and dynamic wave routing. The
kinematic wave routing model relies on finding the continuity
equation during which the friction slope on a passage is assumed to
equal its bottom slope. This technique isn't ready to account for
pressurised flow, flow reversal, or backwater effects, and is just
applicable to nerve fiber conveyance networks. The dynamic wave
model solves the total St. Venant equations for conservation of mass
and momentum, and so doesn't have the aforesaid restrictions. The St.
Venant equations area unit resolved by expressing them in a very
finite-difference type that produces the flow in passage a operate of
the nodal heads at either finish of the passage. Another set of
continuity equations accounts for the modification in nodal head as a
operate of Infobahn nodal influx and therefore the extent of the
connecting conduits. These 2 sets of equations area unit resolved
along to produce AN updated hydraulic answer at every time step.

LID modeling options were supplementary to the 2010 version of
SWMM five (Rossman 2015, 2004). LIDs area unit sculptural as
variety of interconnected, absolutely mixed layers representing the
surface, pavement, soil, storage, and under drain parts of a LID unit.
Infiltration, drainage, and overflow management the storage in every
of the layers dynamically. SWMM will expressly model bioretention
cells, infiltration trenches, porous pavement, rain barrels, vegetated
swales, inexperienced roofs, and street planters. The infiltration rate
within the soil layers is set by assumptive AN exponential relationship
between the hydraulic conduction and wet content. The saturated
hydraulic conduction and conduction slope (i.e., the slope of the link
between the index of conduction and wet content) area unit provided
by the user. Infiltration into the expansion media of bioretention cells
and inexperienced roofs is sculptural with the Green-Ampt equation.
Outflow from the storage zone into the native soil below the unit yield
at a relentless user-supplied rate. Underdrain flow is diagrammatic by
AN orifice-type equation. The presence and absence of every layer
kind depends on the sort of LID. for instance, a vegetative swale
solely has the surface layer, whereas bioretention systems will have
surface, soil, storage, and underdrain layers.
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